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Wttitical Notero 

HEBREW TEXTUAL NOTES 

NEH. 12:8, 
FI'-' 

Etymologists have not yet come to an agreement about the abnormally 
pointed form of the foregoing word. Of the two pointings n 

.t7i 
and 

M.r'V- 
in the various manuscripts, K6nig in Lehrgeb., II, 479, considers 

n~.t- 
as the only justifiable writing, in order to derive it from a Piel stem 

"sl. However, no trace of such a root can be found. 
The difficulties in the explanation of this word may be met if we see in 

it a double pointing of the Masorites: one of them being based on the 
Kthibh, the other offering a Qre. We must therefore consider 

•••i; 
as 

the original pointing. This brought about the two readings with ? or 
., because the copyists did not perceive the necessity of preserving a I provided 

with two vowel-points. Thus we obtain the forms 
.'1 

and n 
.?i? 

. The 
same explanation of a double pointing of a word without being annotated 
specially in the margin may be applied to Ps. 7:6, -V?, 

as Qal or Piel, to 
Isa. 59:3; Lam. 4: 14 

-5 • 
as Niph. or Pual. 

a) The form of the Kthibh M1'0 gave rise to the Septuagint translation 
irt T&v XCLp&v, thus confirming, though incorrectly translating, the conso- 
nantal text. Some translate it better brit r&v Io/oXoy-q•o~v, 

which confers 
on 

.'y 
the meaning "song of praise, hymn." The word is formed like 

.. 
, n~.Y (=i2"z, 

W ), from '?i "sing, praise," thus expressing 
the abstract verbal idea. Its existence is vouchsafed for by its derivative 

..•T1 "singer" or collectively a "band, a company of singers," as in 
Pss. 39, 62, 77. Because the vowel of the article could easily be supplied it 
remained unwritten. 

b) That the second form 11'J" was to be pronounced h~i~7 may be 
surmised from proper names like 

"i. 2, "].?N 
, I" .• 

, which have 
as their second element the masculine 

";., 
from which the feminine Wi'lT 

was derived. Both forms occur in connection with the prefix y(a) in the name 
of a town, Josh. 19:45, ~1 and in the tribal name ri? . Barth, Nomi- 
nalbildung, recognizes only a formative ya. Inasmuch as the last-mentioned 
names show clearly that the short vowel of the prefix is not a, we must assume 
that the phonetic conditions here occasion a change in the vowel of the syl- 
lable ya. Nouns, which are built up on three strong consonants preserve the 
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original a of the prefix ya. If, however, in derivatives of the middle weak 
verbs only one consonant stands between the prefix ya and the long u of 
the second syllable, the Hebrew language allows back-assimilation. In the 
word 

a.p 
the two consonants pb prevented any influence of the ft on the 

vowel '; on the other hand *I.mp" became tP; thus arose forms like 

.z", V.u', •.', 
Aram. 

5. 
; cf. Hebr. ; 

-f0112. 

This permits us 
therefore to establish a word 

IN-1. 
"song of thanks or praise," for thus is 

Judah's name explained, Gen. 29:35, "Now will I praise the Lord." The 
parallel verbal expression in I Chron. 25:3, t 

bb'l 
n1•-•' serves 

as a support for the meaning discussed here. 

EZEK. 30:9, 
1-- i.• t.• . " God is threatening the Egyptians with messengers of his who shall arrive 

in boats or ships, according to most interpreters. But coming from God, 
which ocean have these messengers to cross, in order to reach their goal in 

"ships"? Why is the definite article used and the irregular plural I:2" for 

the more accurate 
t:".=2 

? In Num. 24:24 the influence of the following 

=7•i2 with its doubled y has determined the use of a simplified form t:2. 
According to the translation of the Septuagint, C7mrE;0vreT or Ev C'rLeLt, 

it appears that this word is not to be analyzed into 2 and E, but that it 

must be rgarded as an abbreviated ptc. praes. of an :Y" verb in the plural. 
This rare formation of the participle is discussed by Halper, ZA W, XXX, 49. 
The root 

2•2 
"to haste, hurry," seems to be used only here; might it be 

due to Babylonian influence ? In Aramaic we find T92 aph. "to do some- 

thing quickly, hasten a thing," ittaph. "make haste." As a proper trans- 
lation of the Ezekiel passage we obtain the version: "messengers shall go 
out from before me, fast ones." 

II SAM. 20:14, 1•9-• 
b 

-__-6 ._sh 

_ 

•oo.5- After Sheba suffered a severe defeat at the hands of David, he fled with 
his followers to Abel-beth-maaka and 

t•~i" 
b. This evidently seems to 

indicate that the Masorites took this expression together with Maaka as a 

place-name. Klostermann recommends an emendation 4'' -o5 on account 

of Sept. 7raLv7Te Ev Xappt. Dhorme prefers a correction 
t0l,~ 

, because the 

Latin version and some Greek manuscripts have omnesque viri electi and 

rdvra ; EKXKnot. That these changes of text are not at all required may be 

gathered from the following discussion of this debated term. 
:")'= 

shows 

the same form as the proper name 't in I Chron. 7:36. To equate this with 

181 Hos. 1:1 was only a makeshift, permitted on account of the apparent 
lack of a root foundation. As the name "1' is derived from t "friend, 

mate," 
•. 

from p' inf. "spreading, expansion," 
".: 

from 
J." ptc. praes. 
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"fading, pining away," by means of the formative 1, so ' 5 points to a pre- 

ceding 'I. This, however, is likewise the basis of the plural 
t:".n 

in the 
Samuel passage; thus witnessing to the correctness of the form. The form 
is a contracted qatil participle with passive meaning from V/'1 " separate, 
choose," as elucidated in ZAW, XXX, 51 ff.; it stands on the same level 
with ,', y 

i.~. 
, 

. 
In later writings 

Ij.", 
the regular passive participle, 

is employed in the same sense of "chosen man, select company, 61ite troops"; 
Assyr. baru, "chosen, selected (of people, gems, clothes)" may be adduced 
for comparison. 

In Assyr. biiru "chosen troops" and in Isa. 9:16 
•Ir-i 

we have a 

development of the same kind out of l?. Hab. 3:14 
t]•T =Sept. 

SvVao•wIv 
or 

Ap~Xyot`o 
and Vulg. bellatorum may be connected with Arab. 

faraza, "separate, set aside" and is to be translated "chosen warrior, leader." 
According to Arab. farzat"' "queen (in chess)" the singular TMC may be 
established for the foregoing word. 

The only necessary change for the Samuel passage consists in placing 
the Athnach of t .n 

under the preceding •y•2. 
This provides us with a 

subject for the following verbs. The present pointing leaves this to be 
inferred from the context solely. 

~.1 
standing in contrast with Sheba 

is placed for emphasis' sake as a casus pendens at the head of the statement 
followed by ~A (cf. Gesenius-Kautzsch, ?? 111h, 143d). 

Ps. 5:1, InTj 5K 
The musical annotation r)*r M in Ps. 5:1 has been considered by ety- 

mologists as a resolution of a 

M. 

from b5i "pierce," meaning "a pierced, 
hollowed reed, a flute." K6nig, hlowever, in his Wdrterbuch translates this 
term "heritages." But why not base an etymology on Assyr. nahblu, 
"excavate, hollow out," niilu, "pit, hollow," nailu, nuhhulu, "strait, nar- 
rowness" (Zimmern, Busspsalmen)? The meanings S "valley" and 
"shaft of a mine" are derived from this source. In Arabic the idea of 
"hollowing out" has been narrowed down to "sieve"=manhalatun, mun- 
hulun; nahala, "to sift, snow." ~ is then a qatilat formation with a 

passive sense, "something hollowed out." A like development may be 
observed in Syr. abbidia, "flute," from MM: "be hollow." 

JOB 12:21, 
,1• trVol = 

7•_ The difficulty of this verse lies in the fact that the word 17?T occurs 

only in this passage, and that bt cannot be taken in its usual meaning 
of "stream, river bed." The Septuagint has combined the two words and 
translated them with rawrrLvov' 9 l~oTaro, a guess resulting out of the equa- 
tion M = M N . Because the verses surrounding vs. 21 contain parallel 
ideas in both halves of each line, because even its structure appears to be 
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patterned after vs. 20, we are forced to see in nti a noun formation. To 

assume identity with MT7' "girdle" is not warranted by the circumstances; 
for the girdle as a symbol of power is imagery taken from Germanic myth- 
ology, to the Semite it denoted rather readiness to begin a task, an under- 
taking, or even hard work and slavery (cf. vs. 18). 

Just as • 
, 

(Job 40:18), "forged rod," is derived from 
bt. 

"be long, 
stretch out," as' .~ from 

.- 

and 

T.. 

from 

rom., 
M_ maybe referred 

to the Aram. 
r. 

'"rise, lift"; Hiph. "raise the courage, overbear, pride 
one's self, boast." That other forms of this root are not extant is due only 
to the limited literature preserved, for its existence is testified to by Ben 
Sirach 8:11 V 

*@. 
n-:=Tr5 . 

It is evident from the preceding that 

17ft has to be taken as "pride, overbearing." 

p".5= 

Arab. 'afigu", "excelling in science," 'afiga, "reach to the utmost 

degree of science, generosity," is a qatil form like ='"i or 
"' , i.e., "wise, 

learned man." 11E may be taken as a causative as in other instances 

"make weak, drop, throw down." Job 12:21b is then to be translated, 
"and the pride of the learned he brings down." The parallelism with vs. 21a 
(it is God), "who pours out contempt upon princes," is the best guaranty 
for the correctness of this translation. 

ISA. 11:5 

O 
.• 

has been connected with the Arab. gaimatun, "thirst, inner heat," 
in the modern dictionaries. The Arabic word itself is of infrequent occur- 
rence and has found no support from other Semitic languages. The Maso- 
rites would certainly have pointed "V with a compound Sewd if according 
to their opinion the word was composed of 

. 
and 3t; the fact, that they 

used a simple Sewd under the guttural ; proves that they took this syllable 
as a closed one and did not regard the M as the preposition. Nor do the 
old versions sustain the above-stated modern view; cf. Greek (7rvcipaTL) 
.la ', Syr. qetira'ith, Latin, in fortitudine. If we take ?'0I as subject of the 

sentence, we obtain the translation: his hand' will shake over the river his 
wind t:@ . From this context it is evident that this ara$ Xcyd'/Evov must 
be either an adjective (cf. Greek) or an adverb (cf. Syriac). Now the 
Hebrews gave definite adverbial force to words by means of the derivative 
suffix t- like 

•.n 
(v. Kdnig, Lehrgebdude, II, 253). To judge by the 

analogy of nbr to b , 8= to ti'1 Y, !iv to lMT, the form t0y' 
leads us to a fundamental , it may be the same as in 

"21'- 
in Job 

30:24. The root Y2' "swell, bubble, boil over" occurs in Isa. 30:13; 
64:1; ".7 would mean "swelling, overbearing, pride" = Aram. "~=.; Arab. 

bagai impf. i, means "swell and suppurate (wound), overflow (a valley), 
1 

'-j 
might also be taken as instrumental case; cf. K6nig, Lehrgebaude, III, ? 332 u. 
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rain hard; transgress," bag"un, "heavy rain"; b&qin*, "agile, fast horse." 

='t7 referred to this root, must mean "beyond the normal, energetic, 

strong, powerful." 

The difficulty of this passage lies in the word ;Ei~; in Isa. 28:5 

"crown, wreath" is the accepted definition. Out of this Konig (Worterbuch) 
obtains "cycle, fate," i.e., "dire fate." Such a development from "crown "- 
an expression of power and happiness-to "distress, disaster" is without 
parallel. If we keep now in mind that the prophet Ezekiel was surrounded 
by Babylonians, we may surmise that their language colored his diction and 
influenced his use of terms. j;7'0"S may be a trace of such influence, for 
there exists in Assyrian a verb gapdru, "to rub out with the nail [,1S], to 
scratch out" (Journal Asiatique, S6r. 10, Tome XVI, 138). Many a scribe 
probably corrected thus his mistakes on the soft clay tablets by rubbing 
them out with his thumb nail. This procedure originated the term •'•E: 
"destruction, end," intelligible also to the Hebrews because they too were 
acquainted with the use of clay tablets. This translation finds support in 
the Septuagint rendering 7r'paq. 

ISA. 31:8b-9a 
Duhm and Marti pronounce these verses as not being Isaianic on account 

of their contents. But inasmuch as prophecies of the future distress of the 
present oppressors are usual among the Hebrew prophets, this view may be 
revised, especially if, in reconsidering the Masoretic pointing, we may be 
able to remove some of the main stumbling-blocks for the acceptance of 
Isaianic authorship. And here the LXX serves as a lodestar to a more 
probable interpretation, fitting nicely into the context. It reads oS es 
veartU KOL cO OVTr CaLe 7T7/l y, 7j•rpa yap 

7rcpLX•/00r7ovTrTaL 
t Xd'paKK. Instead 

of the syntactically difficult C7:, the Septuagint read probably the Niph. 
inf. of eCC "melt away, disappear, perish"; we might read C:t (for :tzh 
cf. Gesenius-Kautzsch, ? 511). The word C% means only a "tax, a tribute, 
an impost" either of money, products or workmen, a levy; now to lay under 
or appoint for tribute service, as is apparently meant here, requires a more 
forcible verb like T: or DWi than the colorless * * offered, because of the 

passively abstract character of CP. The phrase Ct , the Greek trans- 
lator's reading, is attested by many similar instances, where w 

•@ 
- in union 

with an infinitive expresses "to be destined for, be about to." If this pas- 
sage is now translated, "his warriors shall melt away, perish," the first clause 
with its pointing ib C would contradict such a statement. To gain a parallel 
expression, a pointing C: instead of C3 may be introduced, a noun derived 
from CC: "mourn, lament" in Isa. 10:18; Assyr. nasdsu, "mourn bitterly," 
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nissatu, "bitterness, mourning," nassu, "sorrowful, grievous" (see Delitzsch, 
Prolegomena). The phrase is built like "b •I 

"bitterness (has happened) to 

me," so ? "lamentation, mourning (is coming) to him.' The misunder- 

standing of the word C: lead the LXX and the oriental recension to take 
i as the negative Ab, because they justly felt the disagreement between the 
"fleeing" Assyrians of the first clause and their "perishing" in the second. 
Grammatically this CA cannot belong to the verb, for its position after it 
does not allow such a view; and if we parallel it with '" and 

'•-W 
b 

and read ='" ) 

.r'7 

"he will flee-not before the sword"-but before 

some other agency of destruction, we expect this other alternative to be 
more clearly defined, for this contrast has nothing of the self-evident in 

opposition to 1j N'5, namely God. All this argues for the recognition of a 

noun C: in this passage. After a discussion of the fate of the people, vs. 9 

proceeds to describe the lot of its leaders and masters. ?;bC cannot be 

taken as a locative "to his rock"; its place at the head of the sentence, as 
well as the lack of a preposition, speaks against such a construction. Cheyne 
already recognized that the parallelism with princes requires 1;S0 to be 

considered as the subject. If this is accepted, then the direction to which 
his "rock" passes over is not given, and the statement lacks some of the 
force exhibited in the parallel clause, as we shall see. To obtain it, we have 
to read instead of 2Y9 on the strength of LXX rcpLtX?7q0c'ovrat the form 

12Y", the Qal of which according to Gesenius-Buhl Handw6rterbuch, pp. 5 f., 
is found with the meaning "come upon, overcome, overwhelm, meet with." 
The prophet proclaims then his conviction that Ashur's king, its rock- 

symbol of strength, refuge and lasting existence-shakes with fear, when the 
sword of 1"' 

- = God is unsheathed to punish them. 

In the following clause Septuagint read '6 S ioywv iXworrat, must also 
have taken 

C••i 
as Hiph. ptc. and Z~i• perhaps combined with ri "bind." 

Griitz emends on the authority of Symmachus CM~i~ . To get the same, yea, 
a stronger expression, it is only necessary to point 

.• 
: its princes will be 

too terrified to take to flight. 
The text resulting out of the preceding considerations reads as follows: 

Inn" - -"" 

T -TT"- T " 

These two verses in this form, testified to by the LXX whose translators 
were not biased by theological considerations, form an apt expansion of the 
main utterance in vs. 8a. Their forcefulness reveals them as having come 
from Isaiah. 

H. GEERS 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 
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